
      Last Sunday, we 

began a new sermon 

series, “With God’s 

Son: Following our 

Rabbi through the Gospel of Matthew,” and it 

is going to prove to be quite epic as we move 

through Matthew in our worship services 

during the next 18 months. Matthew is one of 

the four major accounts of the life of Jesus. It 

is far more than mere biography. It reveals 

the best news the world has ever received . . . 

News so good that it was good then, is good 

now and will be good forever for all people!   

      The main thing that Matthew wants us to 

understand about Jesus right from the start 

(1:23) all the way to the ultimate climactic 

conclusion (28:20) is that God is with us. It is 

the most profound reality about Jesus and 

certainly the most scandalous. The whole 

book is intended to be read, followed and 

applied to our lives through the ultimate 

reality that God is with us. 

      The powerful, loving, healing and 

reorienting work of God is not far away from 

us, but is with us. God is with us where we 

are. We certainly do not have to get our 

“spiritual act” together before God can work 

in our lives, because, again, God is already 

with us and at work.  

      The best way we can respond to this 

radical truth is to acknowledge it regularly. I 

do this during prayer. As I sit in silence, I place 

my hand on my knee and envision Jesus 

sitting beside me placing his hand on top of 

mine in a gesture of assurance, calmness, 

protection and guidance. I am not alone! I am 

safe! 

      Have you ever thought about what Jesus 

wants for Christmas? It’s his birthday after all.  

I think Matthew would say that Jesus would 

want for us to acknowledge and trust his 

presence. As John Wesley said on his 

deathbed, “The best of all is, God is with us.”  

      How can you be more intentional this 

Advent and Christmas season about slowing 

down and offering Jesus the deep 

acknowledgement of his presence with you? 

It will be a true gift to Jesus, a true gift to you 

and at true gift to others. 

They shall call his name Immanuel, which means, “God with us.”  Matthew 


